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...unavoidable for any professional; logical, concrete, conclusive approach... Jean Louis Vayse, Vice President of Marketing, Airbus (France)

...a “must-have, must-read” book with practical applications of risk analysis... Glenn Kautt, President and Chairman, The Monitor Group

...clear step-by-step... latest in decision making for real-world business... Dr. Paul W. Finnegan, Vice President, Alexion Pharmaceuticals

...must-read for portfolio managers... captures risk of strategic investments... Rafael E. Gutierrez, Executive Director, Seagate Technology

...clearly organized tool-supported exploration of real-life risks and strategy... Robert Mack, Vice President, Distinguished Analyst, Gartner Group

...valuable tools for corporations to deliver value to shareholders and society... Dr. Markus Götz Junginger, Lead Partner, Gallup (Germany)

...powerful toolset for program managers to make rational choices... Rear Admiral James Greene (Ret.), NPS Acquisitions Chair

...favorite writer, sparkling jewel, complex concepts with lucid explanations... Janet Tavakoli, President, Tavakoli Structured Finance

...pragmatic powerful techniques, valuable theoretical insights and analytics... Dr. Robert Finocchiaro, Technical Director, 3M

...clear roadmap, breadth of topics to create dynamic risk-adjusted strategies... Jeffrey A. Clark, Vice President Strategic Planning, The Timken Company

...best risk modeling book is now better... required reading by all executives... David Mercier, Vice President Corp. Development, Bonanza Creek Energy

...most important risk tools in one volume... a definitive source on risk management with vivid examples... Dr. Ricardo Valderi, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

...clearest book... excellent job of demystifying a difficult and complex subject... Dr. Ian MacMillan, Professor, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania

...innovative approach bridging the gap between theory and practice... Dr. Richard J. Kish, Chair and Professor of Finance, Lehigh University

...must-have experience with cutting-edge, high-productivity analytical tools... Dr. Roberto Santillan, Professor, EGADE

...advanced theories of mathematical statistics with practical techniques... Dr. Takao Fujwara, Professor, Toyohashi Univ. of Technology (Japan)

...brilliantly clear exposition of nontrivial subjects, theory/real-world practice... Dr. Evaristo Diz, Professor, Director, Universidad Católica (Venezuela)

...complex concepts brilliantly interspersed with examples from industry... Shota Hattori, President and CEO, Kozo Engineering (Japan)

...powerful, pragmatic guide for decision makers and practitioners... Jim Schreckengast, Sr. Vice President Strategy, Gemplus SA (France)

...clarity and comprehensive coverage... best guide for all practitioners... Michael Sim, Partner, Moores Rowland International (Hong Kong)

...a framing-fitness workout through an extraordinary variety of recipes... Fanton Chuck, Chief Executive Officer, Renova Energy PLC (U.K.)

...vast treasure trove unlike anything published, absolutely groundbreaking... Brian Watt, CRM, Chief Risk Officer and Chief Financial Officer, GECC

...expertise in real world cases is superb... his approach is the most powerful when business value is most difficult to quantify... Dr. Ali Farsaie, President & CEO, Spatial Integrated Systems, Inc.

...very practical step-by-step guide to those no longer satisfied with conventional valuation approaches alone... Fred Kohli, Head of Portfolio Management, Syngenta (Switzerland)

...combines practical application with intellectual and academic rigor... Paul Siegel, Chief Executive Officer, The Gibecon Group

...technically sophisticated enough to be useful, and practically written... Tracy Gomes, CEO, Intellectual Property Economics

...complex topics exceptionally explained... can understand and practice... Agustín Velázquez, Senior Economist, Central Bank (Venezuela)

...bridge of theory and practice, intuitive, understandable interpretations... Luis Melo, Senior Econometrician, Central Bank (Colombia)

...we have modeled the valuation Dr. Mun’s methods required under 2004 FAS 123 issued by the U.S. Financial Accounting Standards Board... Don Rath, Vice President, Veritas Software Corporation
Dr. Mun's work on option pricing is very valuable and we decided to implement it in Equity Edge...

Naveen Agarwal, Director, E*TRADE FINANCIAL Corporate Services

has numerous examples and step-by-step problem solving techniques for applying in corporate decision making...

Chris D. Trehaner, President, Gibraltar Business Appraisals, Inc.

...step-by-step complex concepts with unmatched ease and clarity, must read...

Dr. Hans Weber, Product Development Leader, Syngenta AG (Switzerland)

...educator-practitioner viewpoint for novices and experienced veterans...

Dr. Richard Kish, Ph.D., Professor of Finance, Lehigh University

Dr. Mun's great skill is making real options analysis understandable, relevant and immediately applicable in your own field...

Robert Fourt, Partner, Gerald Eve (U.K.)

...conceptualizes and measures risk...great value to professionals, investors...

Dr. Charles T. Hardy, Principal, Hardy & Associates

...consultants, analysts, decision makers, engineers will be all over it...

Phyllis Koessler, Director, Koessler Associates (Switzerland)

...the best book in risk...mere mortals can do it...useful in all industries...

Dr. Thomas Houseel, Professor, U.S. Naval Postgraduate School

...digestible user-friendly book...must-have book for decision makers...

Ken English, Director of R&D, The Timken Company

...leads the field, making a formidable subject crystal clear and easy...

Prof. Morton Glantz, renowned educator and author

...comprehensive, understandable, practical, indispensable tour-de-force...

Jay B. Abrams, Author and President, Abrams Valuation Group

...helps make informed, disciplined, replicable, defensible choices...

CAPT Mark Weisman (US Navy, Ret.), President, Wessman Consulting

...scholarly strong and practically meaningful and in a well-integrated manner...a must-read for both practitioners and students...

Dr. Ehsan Nikbakht, Professor, Hofstra University

...valuable to both analysts and managers who need a sound analytical framework to help them develop and support their decisions...

Dr. Edmund H. Conrow, Risk Management Consultant/Author

...an encyclopedia addressing a wide range of cross-industry and cross-enterprise analytical challenges...comprehensive, lucid, elegant...

Mark Benyovszky, Managing Director, Zero Delta Enterprise Alignment

...once in a while, a new thought leader emerges with a train long enough for the rest of us to ride...

James F. Joyner III, Managing Member, Integra Benefits Consulting

...his books have become our corporate bibles...His genius: take extremely complex theory and bring it down to the level that the rest of us can understand and easily apply to our respective fields...

Lawrence Pixley, FACMPE, Founding Partner, Stroudwater Associates
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